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A B S T R A C T

The alignment of images to a reference digital elevation model (DEM) has many applications, especially in
planetary exploration. In this paper, we propose a novel high-precision co-registration method for pixel-based
matching between an image and a reference DEM to rectify the ever-increasing number of orbiter images to
DEMs in a unified reference frame automatically. First, the DEM is converted to a simulated image using a
hillshading technique based on a photometric model and the illumination conditions of the image. Then, an
initial matching between the simulated and input images is performed based on affine scale-invariant feature
transform (ASIFT). The rational function model (RFM) of the image is established and used as a geometric
constraint. Then, with tie points (TPs) generated by the initial ASIFT matching, the RFM geometric model of the
image is refined, and the gross errors in the TP set are iteratively eliminated. Finally, a high-precision co-
registration by pixel-based Least-Squares (LS) image matching is performed using the refined geometric model.
Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) and SLDEM2015 (a combined product of
Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) and a DEM generated by the Japanese Selenological and
Engineering Explorer (SELENE) terrain camera) images are used in our experiment. Results using 17 NAC images
at different latitudes demonstrate that the proposed co-registration method is effective and can attain an ac-
curacy of 18.3 pixels in the image space and 25.17m (0.5 pixel of the reference DEM) in the object space. The
method offers an automatic and high-precision matching of LRO NAC images to SLDEM2015. It is also applicable
to the co-registration of other orbital images to a reference DEM.

1. Introduction

With previous and ongoing planetary exploration missions, sig-
nificant amounts of orbital data (e.g., images and laser altimetry data)
have been acquired. Owing to the precision limitation of orbit and at-
titude measurements, there are widespread spatial inconsistencies
among the multiple-source data such as multi-images and laser-alti-
metry-derived digital elevation models (DEMs). To fully exploit these
data for scientific and engineering applications, it is necessary to co-
register the data to a unified reference frame. Co-registration of images
to a reference DEM can provide accurate control points for high-pre-
cision geometric processing of the images, including geometric model
refinement, instrument calibration, and automatic rectification.
Another application of the aligned images and DEMs is in the area of

reflectance-based surface reconstruction. The high-precision co-regis-
tration of images and DEMs is required when constructing a higher-
resolution DEM using a coarse DEM and a high-resolution image using
shape-from-shading techniques (Grumpe and Wöhler, 2011, 2014; Wu
et al., 2017).

As images and DEMs represent different types of surface informa-
tion, a pixel-based (area-based) image matching method cannot be
applied to an image and DEM registration directly. The co-registration
between an image and a DEM is mainly feature-based, such as using
craters and ridges (Michael, 2003; Wu et al., 2013). The performance of
the feature-based matching method depends on the precision of the
feature extraction, which is poor in featureless areas. The precision of
feature-based matching methods is typically less than that of pixel-
based methods. An approach for the registration of stereo images and a
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DEM (or laser altimeter points) is based on a combined block adjust-
ment where 3-dimensional (3D) laser altimeter points are back-pro-
jected to the stereo images and used as conjugate points (Soderblom
and Kirk, 2003; Yoon and Shan, 2005; Wu et al., 2014). The altitude of
the DEM or laser altimetry measurements is used as a constraint
equation in block adjustment processing. Another approach for the
registration of lunar stereo images and a DEM (or laser altimeter points)
is based on surface matching using the iterative closest point algorithm
(Di et al., 2012). However, these two approaches for the co-registration
of stereo images and a DEM are not applicable to the co-registration of a
single image and a reference DEM.

It should be noted that the matching methods mentioned above do
not consider the radiometric information during the image in the
matching process. In a previous research, pixel-based methods for
matching imagery with DEMs considering radiometric information
were proposed using earth observation data (Horn and Bachman,
1978). To perform the traditional pixel-based matching method, the
simulated image with radiometric information was generated from a
DEM by illuminating it with the illumination geometry information of
the real image. This method was designed based on the assumption that
the DEM itself, as well as its gradients, could be considered as an illu-
mination-invariant representation of the image (Horn, 1977). This as-
sumption does not hold in areas with a variety of surface features,
especially in human settlements. Thus, this method was studied only in
mountainous terrain without vegetative coverage.

Conversely, on the barren surfaces of the moon and Mars, this
method would be more applicable. Similar studies of co-registration
between altimeter tracks and images (Soderblom et al., 2002;
Soderblom and Kirk, 2003; Nefian and Coltin, 2014) were also based on
this assumption. These methods considered the radiometric information
of the images; however, because of the large sampling interval of the
laser altimeter, the quality of the simulated images was poor, limiting
the precision of the co-registration. Thus, these methods are not widely
used.

Based on the above literature review of matching methods for or-
biter images and reference elevation data, we propose a novel method
of pixel-based co-registration of lunar images and DEMs using both
geometric and photometric constraints. First, the simulated image is
generated based on the illumination condition of the orbital images.
The rigorous sensor model (RSM) and rational function model (RFM) of
the orbital image are established based on the SPICE (the abbreviation
for Spacecraft, Planet, Instrument, Camera-Matrix, and Events) kernels
(NAIF, 2014). Then, Harris feature points (Harris and Stephens, 1988)
are extracted from the simulated image and back-projected to the or-
bital image as the initial matching tie points (TPs). Subsequently, a
high-precision co-registration based on Least-Squares (LS) image
matching is performed using a refined geometric model. From the co-
registration, the RFM of the image is refined, and high-precision TPs
between the image and the reference DEM are extracted simulta-
neously. Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) Narrow Angle Camera
(NAC) images (Robinson et al., 2010) and SLDEM2015 (a combined
product of Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) and a
DEM generated by Japanese Selenological and Engineering Explorer
(SELENE) terrain camera images, Barker et al., 2016) images at dif-
ferent latitudes are used for experimental tests and validation of the
proposed co-registration method.

2. Methodology

In the proposed method, the image is co-registered to a reference
DEM through a pixel-based matching method using both geometric and
photometric constraints. The framework of the proposed method is
outlined in Fig. 1. Because the DEM has significantly lower resolution
(60m/pixel at equator) than the images (approximately 1.5 m/pixel)
used in our experiments, we first upsample the DEM to the image re-
solution based on spline interpolation (Franke, 1982; Mitas and

Mitasova, 1988). Then, the simulated images are generated using a
hillshading technique based on the illumination conditions of the
images. To obtain initial matching TPs and starting solution for the LS
image matching, affine scale-invariant feature transform (ASIFT, Morel
and Yu, 2009) is performed between the simulated and actual orbital
images.

The RSM of the orbital image is established (Liu et al., 2017) based
on the SPICE kernels. The RFM of the image is established based on the
RSM and is used as a geometric constraint in the co-registration process.
With TPs generated by the initial ASIFT matching, the RFM of the
image is refined, and the gross errors of the TPs are iteratively elimi-
nated. Then, evenly distributed feature points are generated on the si-
mulated image and are projected onto the orbital image as predicted
matching positions using the refined RFM. Finally, a high-precision co-
registration based on LS image matching is performed and the geo-
metric model is further refined.

2.1. Image simulation using DEM

In our research, image simulation is based on the hillshading tech-
nique. The key to this method is to present the reflectance of a small,
flat surface as a function of the gradient of the terrain. An idealized
reflectance model (the surface is assumed to be an ideal diffuser or
Lambertian surface) is used in this case to establish the function (Eq.
(1)) (Horn and Bachman, 1978; Horn, 1981) on the moon.
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where p qΦ( , ) is the calculated simulated pixel intensity, i is the in-
cidence angle, e is the emission angle, ρ is an albedo factor, θ is the solar
azimuth of each image, ϕ is the solar altitude of each image (Fig. 2), p
and q are the gradients of the surface in the line and sample direction,
respectively, which can be estimated using the first-order differences of
a small, flat surface of the DEM (Horn, 1981).

In this research, p and q for each pixel in the DEM are estimated
based on eight-neighbor grid elevations. The solar azimuth and solar
altitude used in Eq. (1) can be retrieved from the header file of the
image. Then, the pixel intensity in the simulation image is calculated
with the reflectance model. In the result, the simulated image has an
illumination condition similar to that of the real image. The simulated
image becomes a “bridge” to connect the DEM and the orbital image in
pixel-based matching.

2.2. RFM and its refinement model

The RFM, which establishes the relationship between the image-
space coordinates and object-space coordinates with the ratios of
polynomials, is displayed in Eq. (2) (Di et al., 2003).
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The three-order polynomials Pi (i=1, 2, 3, and 4) have the fol-
lowing general form:
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where a1, a2 …a20 are the coefficients of the polynomial function Pi,
called the rational polynomial coefficients (RPCs). Construction of an
RFM is a process of fitting the vast number of virtual points generated
based on the RSM through an LS solution (Liu and Di, 2011; Liu et al.,
2016). The RFM is considerably simpler and more independent of
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sensors than the RSM, and the RFM can fit the RSM without a loss of
accuracy.

Typically, the RFM of a lunar orbital image contains biases caused
by the precision limitations of the orbit and attitude measurements. The
biases are reflected by back-projection errors in the image space, and
can be corrected through the co-registration of the image and a re-
ference DEM. The affine transformation model (Liu et al., 2014) in
image space, displayed in Eq. (4), is used to correct the biases to refine
the RFM.
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where (r, c) are the measured (matched) image coordinates, (r', c′) are
the back-projected image coordinates of the TPs calculated from the
ground points using an RFM, and a0, a1, a2, b0, b1, band 2 are affine
transformation parameters, i.e., the geometric refinement parameters.

2.3. LS image matching with global geometric constraint

The matching method presented in this paper is based on the classic
LS image matching method (Ackermann, 1984), which considers both
the geometric distortion and radiometric distortion, as displayed in Eq.
(5);
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where g1 and g2 are the functions of the intensity value in the conjugate
regions of the stereo images, n1 and n2 are the noise, x, y are the co-
ordinates of a TP in the reference image, a0, a1, a2, b0, b1, and b2 are the
geometric affine transformation parameters, and h0, h1 are parameters
of the radiometric transformation between the conjugate regions.
However, the classic LS matching method only considers the geometric
distortion in a single conjugate region and does not consider the geo-
metric transformations among all matched TPs. This can lead to a less
robust matching result between the image and DEM.

In this paper, we present an LS matching method with global geo-
metric constraints to improve the matching robustness. With the geo-
metric information obtained in Section 2.2, the geometric distortions

Fig. 2. Schematic of the factors that influence the intensity of reflectance from
the lunar surface.

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed method.
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among all TPs are considered using the RFM and refinement model in
the matching process. Eq. (6) displays the function of the improved LS
matching.
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where x, y are the coordinates of a TP in the simulated image
(equivalently in the reference DEM), r and c are the coordinates that are
calculated through RPCs and the refined transformation parameters, δr
and δc are the geometric model errors, and r ' and c ' are the coordinates
calculated from Eq. (2). Using Eq. (6), every pixel in the image patch
centered at each TP provides an error equation. Eq. (7) is used as an
additional equation in the adjustment to impose a global geometric
constraint. A virtual observation equation is presented to constrain the
geometric transformation parameters (Eq. (8));

= =δ δ0, 0r c (8)

Before the global LS image matching, the initial values of the un-
knowns (i.e., the affine transformation parameters and the coordinates
of TPs) must be first calculated. The initial values of the geometric
transformation parameters are calculated based on the ASIFT matched
TPs. Rather than using ASIFT feature points, the Harris feature points
are extracted from the simulated image for the LS matching.

Fig. 3 is a schematic illustration of the proposed matching method.
The geographic coordinates of the feature points are calculated through
the reference DEM. The feature points are back-projected onto the real
image based on the initial refined RFM and are used as the initial TPs.
The final TPs and refined RFM are adjusted through an iterative pro-
cedure in the LS image matching with global geometric constraints.

3. Experimental analysis

3.1. Datasets

In our experiment, 17 LRO NAC images and SLDEM2015 were used
to test and validate the developed method. Two of the LRO NAC images
were located at the preselected landing site of the Chang’E-5 mission,
China’s first sample return mission, which is scheduled to land near
Mons Rümker in Oceanus Procellarum in 2019 (Gbtimes, 2017;
Xinhuanet, 2017); the other 15 images were distributed at different
latitudes. All experimental data were downloaded from the Planetary
Data Systems (PDS) website (http://ode.rsl.wustl.edu/moon/). In this
research, the resolution of the NAC images chosen for this experiment
was approximately 1.5 m/pixel. SLDEM2015 was chosen as the re-
ference DTM. It is a combined product of LOLA and a DEM generated by
SELENE terrain camera images covering latitudes within±60°, at a
horizontal resolution of 512 pixels per degree (an effective resolution of
approximately 60m at the equator) and a vertical accuracy from

Fig. 3. Schematic of LS matching with global geometric constraint.

Fig. 4. Locations of images used in the experi-
ment. Green point represents two overlapping
locations of the images selected from Chang’E-5
preselected landing site. Red points represent lo-
cations of images distributed at different latitudes.
(For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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approximately 3m to 4m (Barker et al., 2016).
The locations of all images used in the research are displayed in

Fig. 4, with the background of an LRO WAC global image mosaic
downloaded from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) website (https://
astrogeology.usgs.gov/search/details/Moon/LRO/LROC_WAC/Lunar_
LRO_LROC-WAC_Mosaic_global_100m_June2013/cub). The image IDs
and their main parameters are listed in Table 1. The solar azimuth and
solar altitude of the NAC images are obtained from the headers of the
PDS files.

3.2. Simulated images and initial value of co-registration

Based on the illumination information of the images, 17 simulated
images were generated. Fig. 5 displays a portion of SLDEM2015 and
two examples of the simulated images located at the Chang’E-5 pre-
selected landing site based on the method described in Section 2.1. As
the DEM (Fig. 5(a)) and the real NAC images (Fig. 5(c), (e)) represent

different types of surface information, it is difficult to match the NAC
images to the DEM directly based on the LS matching method. The si-
mulated images (Fig. 5(b), (d)) have similar appearances to the real
NAC images (Fig. 5(c), (e)), providing the possibility of area-based re-
gistration between the images and DEM.

In the simulated images, feature points are detected based on the
Harris detector, which computes a matrix related to the autocorrelation
function of the image. There is a clear inconsistency between the re-
ference DEM and NAC image with original RPCs (Fig. 8(b, d, f, h, i, j)).
Thus, ASIFT matching is performed between the simulated image and
the real orbital image to calculate an initial refining parameters of the
RPCs. For the detected Harris points in the simulated image, the initial
values of their conjugate points in the real image are calculated using
the refined RPCs. To achieve higher co-registration precision, it was
necessary to co-register the image to a DEM using LS matching and
further refine the RPC.

Table 1
Main parameters of images used in the experiment.

Image ID Center latitude (°) Center longitude (°) Resolution (m) Incidence angle (°) Sub solar azimuth (°)

M1173478556LE 42.35 −62.3 1.43 73.89 197.68
M1188747453LE 42.35 −62.16 1.26 71.17 196.68
M1143826200LE 1.12 149.81 1.23 57.12 181.04
M1173968149LE 1.14 −139.29 1.13 61.39 181.88
M1096601220LE 2.86 −16.49 1.12 67.72 181.54
M1123363232LE 14.72 35.47 1.17 66.6 175.17
M1113197889LE 15.95 148.88 1.32 55.42 191.39
M1097401250RE 16.03 −139.41 1.39 59.84 189.38
M1157862745LE 32.58 −18.51 1.34 72.98 191.06
M1097393759LE 32.85 −139.08 1.59 63.79 198.95
M1205049446RE 33.56 149.26 1.40 61.05 202.13
M1112211163RE 41.08 −59.00 1.44 72.26 196.83
M1098172290LE 44.90 101.14 1.59 62.66 211.40
M1189253414LE 46.34 −140.54 1.49 68.45 203.51
M1158638171RE 58.34 −139.98 1.65 74.77 204.43
M1205056993RE 58.36 150.71 1.58 72.62 211.68
M1111955876LE 58.86 −19.76 1.54 79.09 199.17

Fig. 5. Examples of actual LRO NAC images and simulated images. (a) A portion of SLDEM2015. (b) Simulated image with the same illumination condition as (c). (c)
NAC image (image ID: m1173478556le). (d) Simulated image with the same illumination condition as (e). (e) NAC image (image ID: m1188747453le).
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3.3. Co-registration results and precision evaluation

Two LRO NAC images at the Chang’E-5 preselected landing site
were selected as examples to evaluate the precision of this method in
detail. Using the method described in Section 2.3, 216 and 179 feature
points were extracted from the two images. The TPs whose correlation
coefficients were greater than 0.7 were selected as final TPs. Fig. 6
displays the distribution of the final matched TPs. All TPs were evenly
distributed over the overlapping area between the image and the DEM.
Thus, the image can be well rectified in all positions of the image. Fig. 7
displays the correlation coefficients of the TPs, indicating a high
matching precision.

Based on the initial RPCs and refinement parameters, two NAC or-
thophotos were generated. The position difference between the ortho-
photos and reference DEM are indicated in Fig. 8. Three typical craters
are chosen as examples from the two NAC images. The color part is the
reference DEM; the grayscale part of the figure is the orthophoto. There
is a spatial inconsistency between the original orthophotos and the
DEM in Fig. 8(b, d, f, h, i, j).

In Fig. 8(c, e, g, k, l, m), the inconsistency is eliminated through the
proposed co-registration method. Furthermore, the orthophotos are

draped on the reference DEM to verify their consistency with the DEM.
Fig. 9 displays the local area of the draping result. In the orthophoto
generated from the original RPC, it is easy to determine that the shadow
area is higher than the rim of the crater, and the bright area is lower
than the rim of the crater (Fig. 9(a)). This is clearly unreasonable.
Conversely, the orthophoto generated from the refined RPC is con-
siderably more reasonable, indicating a superior consistency with the
DEM (Fig. 9(b)).

To further quantitatively evaluate the co-registration precision, the
matching results of feature-based matching, ASIFT matching, classic LS
matching, and the proposed global LS matching method were com-
pared. In the feature-based matching method, the centers of the craters,
which were extracted manually through CraterTools (Kneissl et al.,
2011), were chosen as the TP feature. There were 62 (image ID:
m1173478556le) and 64 (image ID: m1188747453le) pairs of craters
chosen from the two orbital images and SLDEM2015. Table 2 presents
the precision of the co-registration represented by the fitting precision
(the RMSE in image space) of the affine transformation for RFM re-
finement. For the Chang’E-5 preselected landing site, the proposed
method attained a mean accuracy of 15.6 pixels in the image space and
20.95m (approximately 0.5 pixel of the reference DEM) in the object

Fig. 6. Distribution of final matched TPs. (a) Image ID: m1173478556le. (b) Image ID: m1188747453le.

Fig. 7. Correlation coefficients of TPs.
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Fig. 8. Position difference between orthophotos and reference DEM.
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space. This indicates that the precision of the proposed method was
greater than that of the other three methods (Table 2). Further, the
precision of the proposed method was 1.5 or 2 times greater than the
precision of the feature-based and ASIFT methods.

3.4. Co-registration results at different latitudes

During the course of the experiment, we realized that different si-
mulated images contained dissimilar amounts of information. The
higher the latitude, the finer the DEM. Clearly, the simulated images
would have a greater information quantity using a finer DEM (see ex-
amples in Fig. 10). Based on this observation, additional image co-

registration experiments were performed at different latitudes. The
interval of the latitude was °10 , and three images at different longitudes
were chosen at each latitude.

The results of ASIFT matching, classic LS matching, and the pro-
posed matching method at different latitudes were compared by con-
sidering the distribution of the TPs and the precision of co-registration.
The result at each latitude was averaged over of the three images
captured at different longitudes. Fig. 11 displays the number of TPs
extracted using the three different matching methods. The proposed
method extracted the greatest number of TPs, nearly twice the number
of TPs as extracted by ASIFT. The distribution of the TPs extracted from
ASIFT was concentrated in several craters or rocks, whereas the dis-
tributions of the TPs extracted from the classic LS matching and pro-
posed matching method were evenly distributed. This ensures that LS
matching can rectify the image well in every region of the image.

Fig. 12 displays the precision of the proposed method, the tradi-
tional pixel-based matching method, and the ASIFT matching method at
different latitudes. It can be clearly seen that the matching precision
improves with an increase in latitude. This trend is consistent with the
quality of the DEM at different latitudes (the higher the latitude, the
higher the resolution of the DEM). The proposed method attained a
mean accuracy of 18.3 pixels in the image space and 25.17m (ap-
proximately 0.5 pixel of the reference DEM) in the object space. Com-
pared with ASIFT matching, the precision of the proposed method in-
creased 38.3%, in particular at low latitudes. In the majority of regions,
the matching result of the proposed method was marginally better than
the one of the traditional LS matching method. Considering that the

Fig. 9. Local area of orthophotos draped on reference DEM. Image ID: m1173478556le. (a) Orthophoto generated using original RPCs. (b) Orthophoto generated
using refined RPCs.

Table 2
Matching precisions of different methods.

Method Image ID RMSE/X
(pixel)

RMSE/Y
(pixel)

RMSE/All
(pixel)

Feature-based method m1173478556le 13.930 15.133 20.568
m1188747453le 17.651 15.048 23.194

ASIFT m1173478556le 9.532 20.980 23.044
m1188747453le 19.863 24.036 31.181

Traditional LS
method

m1173478556le 12.241 15.424 19.691
m1188747453le 9.772 16.255 18.966

Proposed method m1173478556le 8.729 12.511 15.256
m1188747453le 8.354 13.566 15.932

Fig. 10. Examples of simulated images located at different latitudes. The resolution of SLDEM2015 at different latitude is indicated in the parentheses.
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proposed method can obtain more TPs (as indicated in Fig. 11), it is not
only more accurate but also more robust.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel pixel-based method using both geometric and
photometric constraints for the co-registration of lunar orbital images
and reference DEMs was presented. During the co-registration, the or-
ientation of the image was also refined. This facilitates the subsequent
orthophoto generation. Experiments using 17 NAC images and
SLDEM2015 demonstrated the feasibility and effectiveness of the pro-
posed method. The precision of the co-registration achieved a subpixel
level of the reference DEM. Further, the proposed co-registration
method outperformed the ASIFT matching and traditional LS methods.
The proposed method offers a high-precision and automatic method of
matching orbiter images to DEMs. Moreover, we studied the accuracy of
co-registration between LRO NAC images and SLDEM2015 at different
latitudes. We determined that the precision improved virtually linearly
with latitude increase. Thus, the denser the DEM, the more efficient the
proposed method.

Because of the significant resolution differences between the LRO
NAC images and the reference DEMs, spatial inconsistencies can exist in
the overlapping areas of the adjacent images if they are registered to the
reference DEMs separately. Future research will focus on the simulta-
neous co-registration of multiple adjacent images to a reference DEM to
support automated large area seamless orthorectification.
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